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Xavier Hall moves forward
as Global Living
Community
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu. edu
International House
aims to connect
those with global
interests
In a city like Seattle, an urban metropolis
on the West Coast where cultures interact
on a daily basis, the term "diverse" could be
applied to the people and cultures regardless
of what neighborhood you find yourself in. It
is no surprise that Seattle University, located
in the heart ofthe city, would work towards
fostering and promoting such acceptance in
its already diverse community.
While Seattle University is host to 420
international students for the 2005-2006
school year, only 13 -or three percent - live
in Xavier Hall, which was recently given a
facelift and designated as SU's Global Living
Community (GLC).
This may surprise the many SU students
who believe the misconception that Xavier is
meant exclusively for international students
coming only from a country outlined in the
floor themes. But the focus is global living
- American students are also encouraged to
live there if they have any interest in a global
experience, learning a new language orstudy-
ing abroad. Seattle University still wants to
foster acceptance of the international com-
munity on a campus-wide scale, but creating
Xavier as a haven for this can give it a central
base that can grow when necessary.
Not to say that they will discourage inter-
national students from living there. Accord-
ing to Romando Nash, associate director ol
Housing and Residence Life and director ol
Residential Learning Communities, what stu-
dents are seeing now is only phase one ofthe
GLC's intended goals. As time progresses, he
hopes that the school will begin to see a surge
in international students living in Xavier to
20-25 percent of the school's international
population.
See Global Living Community..Page 8
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Opinion
Editorial
As Americans have endured the sharp increase ofthe price
ofgasoline in recent months, there have been few answers
to the question of whether or not crude oil companies and
oil refineries engaged in profiteering at the pumps.
Despite receiving more than 30,000 allegations from
United States citizens, receiving legislation from the Sen-
ate to investigate the possibility of gas price gouging and
obtaining a letter signed by eight democratic governors
requesting an investigation, the Federal Trade Commis-
sion has not confirmed whether gouging occurred in the
aftermath of hurricanes Katrina and Rita.
Twenty-eight states have laws prohibiting price gouging of
gasoline in the wake of natural disasters, however, Washing-
ton state is not one ofthem. This fact prompted U.S. Senator
Maria Cantwell to introduce a bill to Congress, which would
mandate federal oversight of possible price gouging, and
would include federal fines and prison sentences for those
found guilty of exploiting consumers at the pumps.
According to economists, current gas prices of $2.90
would be expected ifthe price for a barrel of crude oil were
to reach $90, however, currently the price of crude oil has
leveled out at around $65, which displays an undeniable gap
between what the price ofgas at the pumps should cost and
what it actually does cost.
In this country alone consumers will spend upwards of
$200 billion for gasoline. The average low-income family
spends nearly 10 percent of their overall income on gas
expenses. While there is no denying that the demand for
gasoline is decreasing, there is also no reason to believe
that we are faced with a permanent shortage.
Three weeks after Hurricane Katrina made landfall, nine
percent of U.S. refining capabilities remained offline due to
damages. A nation's oil refining capacity, which is running
at 91 percent, should under no circumstance cause a mas-
sive nationwide spike in the price of gasoline. Oversight is
needed to ensure that price gouging ceases, and penalties
should be inflicted upon oil companies who profited from
disaster.
The Spectator EditorialBoard consists ofKevin Curley, Canda
Harbaugh, Duong Truong and Nicholas Lollini. Signed commen-
taries REFLECT THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECESSARILY
those of The Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.
Student Perspectives
"I haven't driven
since I've been here.
It's not affecting me
because I walk every-
where. "
Kristin Villas
Freshman
Pre-Major
"Yes, but it's not as
big ofa deal where I
live. We need to begin
using public trans-
portation and renew-
able resources."
Tiffany Harris
Sophomore
Business
"Yes, definitely. I don't
drive so it's not a huge
issue, but I hear from
people who drive that it
is getting to be a huge
deal."
Ashley Abbott
Senior
Biology
"There's no reason why
businesses can't put
their prices down now.
Gas gouging should not
be happening."
Kirby Grey
Junior
Theology
Is the price of gasoline
being gouged?
"There's a simple
solution [to gas goug-
ing]. Everybody just
take the metro."
Joseph Seia
Senior
Theology/
Public Affairs
"Yes they are goug-
ing gas prices, but it
looks like prices are
going down, so that is
a good sign."
Alvin Moser
Senior
Electrical/
Computer Engineering
SU must provide alternate housing for
students looking to move closer to campus
Katie Musselman
musselma@seattleu. edu
Located on the corner of 12th and
Jefferson is a shady establishment
many SU students know well.
For those living in the dorms it
is a convenient place to stock up
on weekend festivities, and due to
its late hours of operation, a great
place to grab late night snacks after
consuming those weekend festivi-
ties.
Most people know
the corner AmPm/Arco
station as one of the
cheapest places in Seat-
tle to buy gas. However,
the recent three dollar
"cheap" price tagofgas,
even at one of the most
notoriously economical
stations, has become too
much to pay for most
students.
In looking at gas price
trends around the na-
tion, it should come as
no surprise that they
are among the high-
est in Seattle, the most
overpriced city in the
United States, accord-
ing to Forbes 2005. Yet
no one, especially stu-
dents, can be financially
prepared for the sudden
surge of gas prices.
At an urban university where,
theoretically, transportation should
be easier without a car, many stu-
dents from outlying areas ofSeattle,
such as Kirkland, Bellevue, Renton
and Ballard have to compensate for
cheaper public transportation with
time, which is in even shorter sup-
ply. With rising gas prices coupled
with high prices for on campus
parking, and a shortage of street
parking, the only viable alternative
for most students is to live closer to
campus or on-campus.
However, urban living comes
with a high price tag as well, and a
limited supply ofavailability. Capi-
tol Hill is by no means a college
neighborhood like the U-district,
where there are many options for
students. The question of safety
when living near campus is also a
concern since the only alternative to
paying higherprices for the security
ofapartments is living in a house on
CapitolHill, the neighborhood with
the highest crime rate in Seattle.
In looking at the on-campus
options for living, the situation
outlook does not improve. The
dorms give priority to incoming
freshman, and this year, due to high
enrollment and hurricane Katrina,
they are filled beyond capacity. Yet
realistically, even the most finan-
cially challenged upperclassmen
rarely look to voluntarily living in
dorms.
The next and final option is the
Murphy Apartments. However,
in cost comparisons excluding fi-
nancial aid compensation, living
in surrounding area apartments,
which include washer and dryers
as well as dishwashers, are actu-
ally less expensive. They are also
extremely difficult to get into. This
year they turned away
a record number of stu-
dents because they had
no room.
Prospective students
as well as retuning stu-
dents must consider all
aspects of transporta-
tion and living costs
when looking to attend a
private university. With
the rise of gas prices
restricting their trans-
portation options, and
an increase in enroll-
ment further limiting
the already slim option
of on-campus housing
available, the university
should, as a private in-
stitution, provide more
affordable and safe al-
ternatives to on-campus
housing.
For a university that
just made it on Princeton Review's
list of 361 Best Colleges in 2003,
and was named one of the 122Best
Western Colleges, it makes sense to
maintain a competitive edge. As an
urban university in the most over-
priced city in the U.S., as well as
in a neighborhood of questionable
safety, the availability ofdecent, af-
fordable, and above all safe housing
should be ofhigh importance, with
the prospect ofa more recognizable,
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Public smoking ban is a must at SU
Lisa Weitkemper
weitkemp@seattleu. edu
Smoking kills - it's as simple as counting
the number ofcancer scares withinyour fam-
ily. My grandfather has lived through cancer.
He smoked since the days he spent on his
mother's ranch growing up in New Mexico.
He quit when he hit his twilight years, but he
could not erase a lifetime of smoking.
Some may say, "So what? Your grandfa-
ther is fine now, isn't he?" Truthfully, there
are numerous reasons people get sick with
a disease, but common sense tells us that
inhaling smoke into your lungs affects the
body. Smoke has nowhere to go after it enters
your system.
According to recent news printed in the
Seattle Weekly, the Nov. 8 election will
determine if a state initiative regarding
smoking is passed. The law would add new
restrictions on where Washingtonians can
smoke tobacco in public places, barring
smoking in all restaurants, bars, taverns and
nontribal casinos.
Initiative 901 should pass for the sake of
public health. The best part of the initiative
is that it calls for "no smoking within 25 feet
of the entrance to any public place or place
of employment."
This law would change everything, and
if passed, should apply to SU students as
well.
When students walk to class or take a
stroll across the quad, smoke fills the air all
around the Engineering Building. The Law
School might as well change its name to
Smoke School because of all the stressed-
out students who gather near the front door
taking puff after puff.
Logic would say that the U.S. is a free
country and people should be able to do
whatever they want, but second-hand smoke
hurts people. Ideally, public safety on cam-
pus would strongly enforce that smokers
keep at least 25 feet away from a building,
like the initiative proposes.
Smoke if you want to smoke, but do so a
far enough distance away from those who
choose not to.
News from Europe shows that smoking
is on its way out. According to World News
on Virgin.net Oct. 9, "about 80 percent of
French people support a ban on smoking
in public places, according to a poll testing
backing for a proposal that will be submit-
ted to parliament next month." For anyone
who has ever traveled to France, you know
French people typically enjoy smoking, but
clearly they have respect for those who do
not share their passion.
In other news from The Daily Telegraph
out of the United Kingdom on Oct. 10, the
government seems ready for a "total ban on
smoking in pubs."
Thankfully, smoking remains off-limits
in on-campus dining facilities at SU, but
what good does this do when smoke filters
in through the doors anyway?
Citizens of Seattle need to take a strong
look at the realities for smokers in therest of
the world and even the rest of the country.
According to the Journal and Courier
Online, based out of West Lafayette, Ind.,
City Councilwoman Patti O'Callaghan just
proposed an ordinance Oct. 9 to ban smoking
in all West Lafayette businesses and indoor
public places. Under this arrangement,
"Smoking would be prohibited virtually
everywhere else - including outdoor lines
for ATMs and bus stops."
These specific examples show just how
important the regulation of smoking in
public places remains. Californians know
about non-smoking enforcement, and it has
paid off for them. No longer does a host or
hostess in a restaurant in California ask the
customer the trick question, "Smoking or
non-smoking?"
The rules in other states should serve as
a good example to Seattle, a great example
to Washingtonians in general, and certainly,
should inspire the SU campus to raise its
voice regarding the issue.
Americans must overcome "Donor Fatigue"
William Crane
cranew@seattleu.edu
"Donor fatigue" is the phrase
certain media outlets used when
describing the lackluster aid to
the earthquake victims in Pakistan
and India.
This phrase seems to be an at-
tempt to show that whileAmeri-
cans do care that people are victims
of a great tragedy, we are simply
too tired of helping to actually
donateaid. This "ailment" also ex-
tends to the United States govern-
ment, whosepledge of$50 million
seems paltry when compared to the
pledges made for otherdisasters of
the same magnitude.
"Donor fatigue" shows the
callousness of some Americans
toward a disaster they view as far
away, a heartless opinion ignor-
ing the estimated 30,000 people
killed. It also begs the question of
whether this ailment would have
been diagnosed if an earthquake
struck closer to home.
This earthquake flattened whole
villages and was centered directly
on the world's foremost nuclear
flashpoint, with only the Korean
border coming close. Think of a
hurricane directly hitting Cuba
in the early 1960s or a natural
disaster in Berlin during the late
19405.The gravity of the situation
is immense, given the political
and social backdrop to an already
horrific tragedy. However, you
would be hard-pressed to find that
perspective in any of our nation's
coverage of the event.
Observing the media's reaction
to the earthquake, I was surprised
for the most part. At first, the
earthquake was not big news. It
seems as though the location was
maybe too far away or the death
toll not high enough. Like the
recent floods in
Central Amer-
ica, it was
tucked away
in newspapers
and given little
airtime on tele-
vision news.
Once the
death toll
reached enor-
mous heights,
and contin-
ued to rise,
the coverage
increased rap-
__
idly. Insteadof
focusing on what everyone can
do to help, the coverage mainly
focused on the slow relief effort
and how the Americanpeople have
been asked to help too much.
One can only help but think if
this earthquake was centered in
Europe, the coverage would have
blanketed all news outlets from the
outset, regardless of the death toll
or severity. However, the media
Whether or not a
tragedy strikes close
to home should not
be the basis to which
we gauge our aid to
that country. Aid
should be given to
those who need it
most.
has shied away from the intensive
coverage it would have bestowed
upon a well-known nation.
Certain newspapers suggested
that manyAmericans are worn out
and have just given too much and
cannot possibly give any more to
these people.
If newspapers and other outlets
make a distinction between us
and them, it points to a deeper
cause than sim-
ply giving too
much money.
Do we really
see ourselves
as different
from those in
Indiaand Paki-
stan?
Are they so
different that
we, as Ameri-
cans, are sim-
ply too busy
to care, help
or look after
fellow humans
who are suffering?
Obviously,, one would not want
to hear this response if you or I
were victims of such'a disaster.
People would like to help you, but
really, they're "tapped out."
Whether or not a tragedy strikes
close to home should not be the
basis to which we gauge our aid
to that country. Aid should be
given to those who need it most.
Clearly, the earthquake survivors
in Pakistan and India are in dire
need of assistance.
One cannot lay the blame
squarely on theprint or television
media. This question ofdonor fa-
tigue really points to the nature of
the average American citizen.
The inability to provide aid to
victims ofIran's devastatingearth-
quake in 2002, helpAIDS victims
in Africa or help the earthquake
victims in Pakistan and India
hints toward a resurgence in the
isolationism that has marked past
policies.
The question ofwhy aid is lack-
ing for this recent disaster can be
seen as a combination ofa racial,
economical, cultural and religious
factors. The fact that most Islamic
charities in America have seen a
large rise in donations points to
these factors.
As ifto say thatone life is more
precious than another, Americans
are shunning those in need, and,
if we are to believe certain media
outlets, Americans are doing this
because they are simply too worn
out to help anymore.
It is true that this year many
natural disasters have killed thou-
sands and displaced thousands
of people. However, because the
suffering gets greater does not
mean that help and relief should
be curtailed because theAmerican
public is simply burned out.
Expanding
Corporate
Empires
Jessica Ii
iij@seattleu.echi
You can't hide fromthem. They're every-
where we gotoday. They're in ourbackpacks,
in our clothes, in our food. You would be
hard-pressed to find someone in our society
who hasnot been affected by them. And they
justkeep growing.
They're thebig businesses ofthe U.S. and
Asia. You know the ones I'm talking about:
the ones that are already in nearly every de-
cent-sized city over here, and thathave plans
to expand their market even more. They're
the big names thatrepeatedly show up in the
newsfor launching a new product,partnering
upwith anothercompany, openinga franchise
overseas.
A case in point: Starbucks. You can find
one almost anywhere in the U.S., even in the
middle of the desertin a town with apopula-
tion 0f25,000. Now expanding into Asia, it
seems the coffee-wielding monster has plans
to take over the world. Since opening itsfirst
cafe in Beijing five years ago and facing loud
criticism from the Chinese media, Starbucks
hadcome so far as topractically be handed a
prime location in a just-openedmall.
Corporate expansion is all well and good
insofar as major entrepreneurship goes, but
whatare its effectson us as the general popu-
lation? As a global economy?
In China, the rapid success of Starbucks
can be, for the mostpart, attributed to its ap-
peal as a status symbol, much as it is on this
side of the Pacific.
Ifyou can afford a two-to-threedollar cup
ofcoffee, you musthave at least a little extra
dough to spare, and if the cup has a circular
green and black logo on it, everyone will
know that you paid good money for it
The franchise has become a constant in
our society, something familiar that we can
rely upon. It is comforting to know exactly
what's on the menu and exactly how our
morning coffee's going to taste, whether
we'retraveling across thestate orcommuting
from home to work.
That's the major advantage that big
business has over hometown enterprising.
Granted, in Seattle, the city runs on caffeine
as opposedto air or gasoline, so it is relatively
easy for many of the mom-and-pop coffee
joints to stay open and do well.
However, in smallercities and towns, that's
not always thecase. The Starbucks moves in,
and within a year, a couple of locally-owned
coffeewateringholes have goneunder. You'll
notice similar scenarios when it comes to
hardware, office supply and grocery stores.
Another way in which big businesses af-
fects our economy is through the production
and materials of their products. Recall the
wayN ike andotherclothingbrands outsource
their labor to sweatshops abroad, going for
minimal cost and maximumprofit, while
exploiting the economically disadvantaged.
The materials they use are also often
chosen for their cost-effectiveness. Apair of
shoes thatNike sells for $ 120costs them only
five dollarsto make. And Starbucks doesn't
use Fair Trade products, choosing instead to
purchase their coffee fromcheaper suppliers
whose product is mass-produced.
When I mentionedabove thatbig business
is taking over the world, I meant it in a very
literal sense. By supporting these corpora-
tions we give these corporations reign over
our decisions and over the incomes of those
in third-world countries.
Why do they do it? Because they can.
Why do we let them? Maybe we should
think about that.
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Guests get Hollywood treatment at annual Gala
Lauren Padgett
padgettl@seattleu. edu
Those who attended Seattle University's 22nd Annual Gala
were surprised to find themselves on thered carpet. As guests
were dropped offat the entrance of the Qwest Field Event Cen-
ter, they were greeted to flashing light bulbs and enthusiastic
SU athletes who stoodbehind a velvet rope and cheered them
on as they walked through the doorway.
Each year, University Advancement throws a gala in an
effort to raise money for financial aid. SU alumni, influential
members of the community and donors are all invited to con-
tribute. With the minimum price of $400 a plate, the event is
a black-tie affair.
In similar fashion to galas past, there was both a famous
host and entertainment act. Pat Cashman, local comedian and
broadcast performer, emceed the event, and singer/songwriter
Chris Isaak performed. Over 900 people attended, which has
already raised a little over $500,000. Guests were encouraged
to donate throughout the dinner, and the checks are still com-
ing in the mail.
"I think itwas very successful," said Tyler Juern, special
events coordinator for University Advancement. "This
was a new venue... We basically built a five-star hotel out
ofa warehouse. This year, we were much more creative,
and had much more to say. We had a much larger student
presence. They [put a face] on what [the guests] are do-
nating to."
The students involved in the planning and creation of
the event held it together throughout the night. Along
with acting as paparazzi, student volunteers registered the
guests, directed them to their tablesand sat with the guests
during the meal.
"We had two planning meetings, and exchanged e-mails
last spring," said sophomore communication major Chris-
tina Shull. "These guests and alumni are very important[to
SU], and they like to see where their money is going."
But for veteran student attendees the change of both
venue and hosts of the gala was noticeable.
"[As a student] it felt different. It was a whole new pro-
gram [and a] new venue," said senior political science major
Alyson Palmer. She is a Sullivan Scholar, and this was her
third gala. "There was new leadership and it had a different
feel [from years past]."
Cashman welcomed everyone to the event and during his
comedic opening monologue he was also able to remind guests
why they were there.
"This is the best thing I've done in a long time," said Cash-
man. "This means a lot to the people and students here [at
Seattle University]."
After his speech, he welcomed the athletes and student
volunteers up to the stage.
"I really enjoyed seeing the students who received scholar-
ships; I was very proud," said Sr. Kathleen Sullivan, RSCJ,
faculty member of the math department. "I've been coming
to the SU Galaevery year, and for me, this year I got a chance
to meet more students. We had a Sullivan Scholar at our table,
and I enjoyed talking to her. We had a chance to show our
appreciation for [the students]."
There were many wellknown faces in attendance, including
U.S. State Attorney John
McKay, the new Seattle
Bishop Fr. Joseph Tyson,
and Fr. John Whitney,
Provincial of Northwest
Jesuits. Also in attendance
was Chancellor William
Sullivan, creator of the
gala and a prominent SU
figure.
"I think the venue is
great," said Fred Weiss of
the Endowment Commit-
tee. "The entertainment
is wonderful. Everyone
loves to be greeted the
way we were greeted, and
I love how Fr. Sundborg
thanked so many people
[for their contributions]."
During dinner, a
video ofstudents talk-
ing about the benefits
of financial aid played on large screens. The students in
the video explained that without the burden of worry-
ing about finances, they were able to enjoy their college
experience.
"[Students come to SU] for a rich, diverse, urban
education," President Stephen Sundborg said as the video
played.
After some final remarks and a skit with the student
volunteers, Chris Isaak took the stage.
Isaak's performance received an incredibly warm re-
sponse. Students and guests alike stood up and danced
to his music.
"The entertainmentwas great," said guest Donna Whit-
ford. "I had a wonderful time."
"This is a pleasant change for us," Isaak said during his
performance. "We play Vegas. It is nice to bearound people
who are actually giving something, instead oftaking."
Kyle Smith
Emily James, junior political science and Span-
ish major, and Katie O'Brien, junior communi-
cation major, onstage with Pat Cashman.
Kyle Smith
Heather Hutson, a
senior finance major,
dances with a guest
during Chris Isaak's
performance.
New bylaws, no street chalk for ASSU elections
Marissa Cruz
cruzm4 7@seattleu. edu
The Associated Students of Seattle University (ASSU)
fall election time is upon campus once more, with two new
bylaws, stricter rules and a gung-ho groupofstudents waiting
to represent the students ofSeattle University.
Beginning this year, studentsrunning in the elections had 11
days to get the word out, in comparison to the past elections'
four days. Also, many may have noticed the lack ofchalk on
the ground; this year's election hopefuls have gotten more
creative.
"There's less pressure on the candidates because they have
more time and more advertisement. They've been more posi-
tive, proactive and outgoing, whereas past elections have been
very competitive, rushed and stressful," said Alicia Kephart,
ASSU secretary of elections and senior criminal justice ma-
jor.
After last spring's election controversy, where some can-
didates found themselves in sticky situations, losing their
campaigning rights and even losing their places in the race,
ASSU officials decided to ban the most notable offense of that
election: chalking.
Not only does the removal of sidewalk chalking alleviate
some ofthe campaigning tension, but ASSU officials were also
hoping it wouldforce students to be more creative.
"This election has proven to be a lot more thoughtful. The
students have taken more time to develop their campaign strate-
gies and I feel like they have reached" out more to the student
body than in past elections," said Kephart.
This fall's candidates pulled out all the stops during their
11-day campaigns, using a variety of ways to get themselves
known. At-Large Representative candidate Jody Gropp, a
junior environmental studies major, made bookmarks and
magnets. While Freshman Representative candidate, Mary
Hamilton, ahumanities for teaching major, printed t-shirts and
set up a free lemonade stand.
As for the candidates' stance on campaigning without
chalking, no one really seemed to mind, and others actually
like it better.
"It didn't bother me [that we couldn't chalk the sidewalks]
because 1 already had other ideas," said Gropp. "I don't feel
like saying, 'Vote for me,' is enough, because the students
don't know why they should, but they can see why with my
bookmarks and magnets."
The other At-Large candidate, Terrence Sanchez, a senior
humanities and marketing major, feels that it creates more face
to face interaction for the candidates and students and makes
campaigners tap more into their creativity.
Overall there has been a positive attitude toward the elec-
tion from both ASSU officers and ASSU hopefuls. While last
spring's election seemed to be ridden with foul play, there's
not a trace to be found among this group.
"[The campaign has] been great; there hasn't been any
mudslinging or anything like that, but it's a lot different from
high school, because there, people knew my name," said
Hamilton. "Right now we're coming in and basically having
to prostitute our personalities to the student body in order to
get our names out there."
Other students on campus, however, are feeling like this
campaign is no different than therest.
"1 think that this year's elections are very much the same as
the previous years, in terms of the upper levels; the positions
are being contested by people who actually want to do the job
and have had itbefore," David Byrd, a senior political science
majorsaid.
But Byrd is skeptical of those campaigning on the fresh-
men level.
"At the freshman level, it's a little more hectic. While there
are freshmen who I know would serve the position well, the
manner in which name recognition is done by all of them
somehowalso pulls offthe simultaneous function ofreminding
you of[high school]."
Despite higher publicity and longer campaigning time, there
are also the students like Melissa Camay, a senior environmen-
tal studies major, who said, "I didn't even know there was an
election going on."
Kephart has been particularly pleased thus far, however,
and hopes that the rest of the year runs as smoothly as this
election has.
"This is the easiest and most fluid election I've ever seen
since I've come to SU... I hope that the output from the can-
didates in this election is an indication of what we're going
to see in the next election in the spring. The creativity and the
sportsmanship of these candidates have been outstanding."
Voting began Tuesday, Oct. 18 and will come to a close on
Thursday Oct. 20 at 6:00 p.m. Vote at http://suonline.edu.
Kyle Smith
Campaign posters, like these that hung
in the Student Center, have decorated
the campus for the past week.
The Spectator
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Students get more than
just candy at Street Fair
Lisa Weitkemper
weitkemp@seattleu. edit
Various clubs competed for the at-
tention of potential members - from
giving away free goodies like candy
and snap bracelets to conducting white
elephant lotteries.
As music played loudly in the
background, more than 60 student
clubs shared information and encour-
aged students to get involved in the
campus community at the Street Fair
on Thursday.
SU offices and local volunteer or-
ganizations also filled the small space.
Public Safety offered flyers providing
information on the Nighthawk Shuttle,
which a number of students already
use for transportation.
With the excitementbrought on by
the afternoon crowd, the Hui O Nani-
Hawai'i club found time to sell key
chains and other small goodies as a
fundraiser for their club.
The Marketing Club, Student Health
Center, OMSA, Circle K International
and SU Cheer were just a few of the
numerous organizations represented
at the fair.
According to GabbyBoyle, a junior
nursing major, the Street Fair presents
an opportunity for students to find out
more about clubs they know little or
nothing about.
Boyle participates in the L'Arche
community to create an atmosphere
that fosters support and growth for
all ofitsmembers and volunteers, and
builds ties with adults with develop-
mental disabilities.
"There will be the chance to show
students a little of what L'Arche is
about and to see whatkind ofinterest
there is," she said.
Boyle said she hopes students
express even more interest this year
in her club.
To Jakub Michalowski, a junior
political science major, the Street
Fair means more than just a day of
entertainment and socializing. The
direction of the overall student body
depends on it.
"We here at the Culture Jammers
Club want to bring issues to people
and create activism on campus," he
said.
At the end of the fair, club repre-
sentatives can only hope for future
support from students regarding their
specific organizations.
Becky Lawrence
Aaron Yoon (right), a sophomore business and politi-
cal science major and Joseph Seia, a junior public
affairs and theology major, greet each other at the
Street Fair, which numerous others attended.
School officials claim that grade
inflation not apparent at SU
Madeleine Hottman
hottmanm@seattleu. edu
A recent cap on grades at an
East Coast university has resulted
in a questioning of the grading
system at universities.
To most students, ifthe mark at
the top of their paper is an A, the
professor has evaluated the paper
based on some criteria resulting
in a good grade.
However, there is a phenom-
enon that has emerged as a
topic of controversy among
several universities. This was
most recently publicized by the
Washington Post article "A's for
Everyone!" written by Alicia C.
Shepard ofAmerican University
in September of 2005.
According to Shepard, her
research shows that there is a
growing trend of high GPAs.
Not only has the median GPA
changed, but the frequency of
students receiving a grade below
an A has dramatically declined
since the 19605. This trend re-
flects the students' concerns for
grades alone rather than quality
of learning.
Grade inflation has become the
way in which some universities'
administrations are changing the
number of A grades that can be
given.
Princeton University in Princ-
eton, New Jersey recently put a
quota on the number of grades
that may be given. A's can now
only comprise a total of 35%
of grades given at the entire
school.
A spokeswoman from Princ-
eton toldtheDaily Pennsylvanian
that A's have become an expected
grade, and an overpopulation of
A's means the grade no longer
represents exceptional work.
However, at Seattle University,
there is a different story when it
comes to students receiving top
grades.
"Grading is an accurate and fair
assessment ofa student's work,"
Charles Lawrence, Ph.D., deanof
the College ofArts and Sciences,
said about the policy at SU.
According to Lawrence, the
numbers reflected in the study
diminished the evaluation ofwhat
"Students are no
longer empty ves-
sels into which we
pour knowledge."
- Charles Lawrence, Ph.D.,
dean of College of Arts
and Sciences
grades mean to mere numbers.
The statistics represented in the
study are not a complete picture
ofwhy students are getting more
A's. Rather, the change reflects
a change in culture and society
that cannot be described in such
a narrow set of numbers.
The same spokeswoman from
Princeton said that by changing
school policy, they are effecting
a "cultural change."
On the contrary, Tim Leary,
Ph.D., vice president for Student
Development at SU, said that
there have been widespread
changes in society since the
1960s that have likely led to
increased studentperformance at
all levels of education.
Leary cited the trend toward
smaller family sizes and the need
to achieve to get into graduate
schools.
Lawrence also noted that the
culture surrounding grading
methods has also changed. There
are more students meeting the
challenge of college and suc-
ceeding.
"Universities look at students
in a new way than they did in
the '60s. We are more interested
in educating the whole person,"
said Rob Kelly, assistant vice
president for Student Develop-
ment.
Lawrence agreed, saying that
the grading system is concerned
with student agency rather than
the handing down of knowl-
edge.
"Students are no longer empty
vessels into which we pour
knowledge," Lawrence said.
Students, therefore, are not
simply being assessed on a
scale that no longer reflects their
adequacy as students, but rather
they are learning how to succeed
in college better arid faster than
previous classes.
According to Kelly, the uni-
versity takes into account the
diversity of life circumstances
that students bring to SU.
Thus, the programs and culture
of college today are drastically
different than they were even 10
years ago.
"By labeling this as grade
inflation, it makes it the fault of
the student," Kelly said.
Some schools circumvent
grades altogether. The Ever-
green State College's solution
to assessing students' skills is to
give them program assessments
but not including a letter grade
with it.
Lawrence commented that he
thought these assessments would
work in small schools where
there was much one-on-one
interaction between professors
and students.
"We need grades. It helps stu-
dents evaluate their own work,"
Kelly said.
The bottom line for students
at SU is that there is no move to
limit high grades.
School officials see high grades
from students as the success of
the student-professorrelationship
and the eagerness of students to
achieve, using grades as an as-
sessment of that achievement.
Celebrating culture through art
Jessica Swanson
swanson 1@seattleu. edu
The Office ofMulticultural Student Af-
fairs (OMSA) celebrated the artwork of
Hispanic studentartists.
Lydia Lauer, senior fine arts and art his-
tory major presented a piece she created
which embodied the work and life ofartist
Frida Kahlo.
"1 admire her as an artist, as a woman
[and] as a Latina, so I chose her," said
Lauer.
Luis Congdon, a juniorEnglish literature
major, presented two still-lifepaintings that
were his first ever oil paintings.
"There's a misconception about art
- that there [are] some people who are
artists and some who aren't. I believe that
art is something you can pick up," he said.
"I think everyone has something to say if
they do it."
Sofia Hernandez, senior English/Cre-
ative writing major, was unable to attend
thereception, but her work displayed were
sketches that focused on segments ofwhole
objects, like a candle and a telephone cord.
Reminder: Ifyou are planning on graduating in the
Spring 0f2006, you need to apply by Nov. 1.
Joey Anchondo
The OMSA lounge displayed the work of Hispan-
ic student artists for the month of October. Luis
Congdon, junior English literature major, shares
two of his pieces, one of which took him a total
of 12 hours to complete.
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Security
Reports
Our Men and WOMEN in Blue
ARE OUT THERE ASSISTING THE STU-
DENTS, KEEPING OUR CAMPUS SAEE 24
HOURS A DAY, 365DAYS A YEAR.
Remember, if you see any-
THING OUT OF PLACE OR YOU ARE
BEING HARRASSED ON CAMPUS, CALL
CPS - THEY HAVE THE RESOURCES
TO HELP YOU.
Rjght-of-Way in Crosswalk Only
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 5:50p.m.
Public Safety, SPD and SFD re-
sponded to a vehicle and pedestrian
accident on 11 th and Cherry. A stu-
dent was crossing four lanes of traf-
fic while three lanes were stopped.
A driver in a center lane did not stop
and ran over the student's foot. The
student was treated for a strained
muscle and later released from a
local hospital.
It's Not What it Looks Like!
Thursday, Oct. 13, 1:10p.m.
A female student reported that
a male wearing a black scarf was
in his apartment window making
sexual gestures with his hands.
Public Safety contacted the room
in question and the two residents,
one who was wearing a black scarf,
said they were practicing their
martial arts exercises. The RHD
was notified.
Bellarmine Hall Graffiti
Friday, Oct. 14, 8:40 a.m.
Astaffperson reported someone
had carvedgraffiti into the dry wall
located in the men's restroom on the
fifth floor ofBellarmine.
SPD CALLED IN TO CONFRONT EX-
BOYFRIEND OF SU STUDENT
Sunday, Oct. 15, 12:30a.m.
Public Safety met with a female
student who reported her non-SU-
related ex-boyfriend was refusing
to leave her alone, and had called
to say he was coming to campus.
She spotted the male outside Cam-
pion, and he ran into the Murphy
Apartment courtyard, where Pub-
lic Safety contacted him.
SPD was contacted, and the
male proceeded to give three dif-
ferent identities to Public Safety
and SPD. He was given a trespass
warning and was escorted off
campus.
Public Safety is currently work-
ing with the victim to set up a no-
contact order.
Mysterious Bag
Saturday, Oct. 15, 11:40 a.m.
Public Safety discovered a shoul-
der bag hidden in the bushes on
the north exterior of the garage.
The case contained clothing and
Department of Corrections release
paper work. Also found was a stolen
check book, ID cards and credit
card checks. None of the items
belonged to a campus community
member.
You Are Not Tony Hawk
Saturday, Oct. 15, 5:50p.m.
Public Safety spotted two indi-
viduals jumping skateboards off
theexterior ofa building. As Public
Safety approached, the two males
ran away. Public Safety throughly
searched the area but were unable
to locate the individuals.
Anyone Home?
Sunday, Oct. 16, 11:40p.m.
Public Safety responded to a call
of an unidentified person banging
on the Arrupe Jesuit Residence.
Upon arrival, the staff reported
that the male headed north toward
the library.
Public Safety searched the area
and did not find anyone matching
the description.
tZl\)t Spectator is looking for new voices. Voices that are not afraid to have their name appear
in print. We want voices that are daring, energetic, knowledgable and motivated. If you want to change what
appears in the paper, then come see us on Sunday at B p.m. in our office in Campion next to the Cave.
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Local &International News
White Sox head to first Major League
Basebal World Series since 1959
(Above) Chicago White Sox' Ted Kluszewski hits a home
run during a World Series game against the Los Angeles
Dodgers in Chicago, in this Oct. 1,1959 photo. (Below) The
Chicago White Sox celebrate after beating the Los Angeles
Angels 6-3 in Game 5 to win the American League Champi-
onship Series in Anaheim, Calif., Sunday, Oct. 16, 2005
IRAN NATIVE PLEADS GUILTY
FOR KIDNAPPING SONS
SEATTLE (AP) - A man charged
withkidnapping afterhe was foiled
in an attempt to take his young sons
to his native Iran pleaded guilty
Tuesday in a deal that is expected to
spare him a prison sentence.
Hassan Khalegi, 38, entered
the plea in U.S. District Court.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Vincent
Lombardi agreed to recommend
that the man serve no prison time
when he is sentenced in January,
though the maximum sentence is
three years.
Khalegi and his wife, who hold
U.S. and Iranian citizenship, had
been arguing about whether to
-move back to Iran, Lombardi said
Tuesday. On May 13, Khalegi
called her to say he had their two
children, 7-year-old Cyrus and 1-
year-old Darius, and was about to
board a flight.
The wife, Akram Hosseinzadeh
of Bellevue, immediately called
her lawyer, who called the FBI,
and Lombardi scrambled to obtain
an arrest warrant from U.S. Mag-
istrate Judge Mary Alice Theiler.
Meanwhile,Lombardi's colleague,
Lawrence Lincoln, was qn the
phone with the Justice Department,
asking to mobilize Dutch police
and U.S. agents in the Netherlands,
where Khalegi was scheduled to
land before heading on to Iran.
When Khalegi tried to change
planes in Amsterdam, he was ar-
rested. Hosseinzadeh then flew to
the Netherlands to bring the boys
home.
Khalegi and Hosseinzadeh have
since reconciled, and she opposed
having him prosecuted, said his at-
torney, Thomas Hillier. Under the
plea agreement, Khalegi said he
would not take the children to Iran
without the permission of his wife
and of the court.
SW WASHINGTON TO GET
VERY OWN BIODIESEL
PLANT
BELLINGHAM, Wash. (AP) - A
chemical company based here has
announced plans to build a plant in
southwest Washington to produce
biodiesel.
Chemical Consortium Holdings
said the plant was planned for the
Longview area. CEO J. Greig said
it's the first project for the holding
company and that construction
could begin in March.
Greig said the biodiesel plant
would cost $62 million and pro-
vide 22 jobs. Eventually, the com-
pany plans a four-phase project that
could cost $780 million and create
as many as 350 jobs. The expansion
would include the production of
ethanol, Greig said.
U.S. FOREST SERVICE RE-
VIEWS COMMERCIAL PLANS
FOR VOLCANIC PARK
MOUNT ST. HELENS, Wash.
(AP)
_
The U.S. Forest Service
is reviewing bids for commercial
helicopter tours, snowmobile and
mountain bike rentals, vacation
cabins and other privately run op-
erations for this national volcanic
monument.
A prospectus the Forest Service
issued seeks bids to run the govern-
ment visitor center and a range of
new offerings, like guided hikes and
boat rentals on ColdwaterLake.
One possibility would convert
more than half the space allotted
for explanatory displays and ex-
hibits at Coldwater Ridge Visitor
Center to commercial uses such as
gift sales.
To date, commercial operations
at the 110,000-acre monument
surrounding the volcano have been
limited mostly to cafeterias, small
gift shops at visitor centers and a
few climbing guides.
Steve Nelson, an outdoor recre-
ation planner at the Gifford Pinchot
NationalForest, which oversees the
monument, said a goal is for private
companies to pick up more of the
tab for maintaining buildings.
STUDENT CAUGHT TRYING
TO BRING GUN TO DANCE
CASHMERE, Wash. (AP) - A
student at Cashmere High School
has been arrested and expelledafter
he was caught trying to bring a gun
into the homecoming dance.
Cashmere Superintendent Glenn
Johnson said chaperones spotting
the male student trying to sneak the
gun into Saturday night's dance at
the school just west ofWenatchee.
The boy was detained before he
could enter the school gymnasium.
No one was hurt.
AP Photo
Iranian bomb
blasts shopping
center -killing
four, wounding
at least 102
By ALIAKBAR DAREINI
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) - Two bombs
planted inside trash bins explodedSat-
urday at a shopping mall near the Iraqi
border that was previously targeted
by extremists, killing four people and
wounding at least 102, Iranian state
television reported.
The explosions struck a shopping
center in central Ahvaz, the capital of
oil-rich Khuzestan province. Shops
inNaderi street and cars outside were
damaged. Some of the injured were
in critical condition, the broadcast
said, showing pools ofblood on the
pavement.
Provincial official Gholam Reza
Shariati said the bombs were planted
inside two trash bins. He said the
number of injured was high because
the attacks occurred during the eve-
ning rush houras pedestrians returned
home fromwork.
State television said the bombs went
off five minutes apart at the Karoun
Mall, the site offourbombings in June
thatkilled at least eight people.
Iranian security officials blamed
those attacks
_
the deadliest in the
nation in more than a decade
_
on
Iranian Arab extremists with ties to
foreign governments, including Brit-
ish intelligence.
In recent weeks, Iran repeatedly has
accused Britain of provoking unrest
in the Khuzestan province, next to
theregion in Iraq where 8,500 British
soldiers are based as part of the U.S.-
led military coalition.
The explosions followexchange of
bitter words betweenTehran and Lon-
don in recent weeks. While Iran has
accused Britain ofprovoking unrest in
the province, Britain has accused Iran
of giving.Iraqi insurgents explosives
technology to bomb British soldiers.
Both countries deny the other's
claims.
British Prime Minister Tony Blair
said recently that explosive devices
that have killed British troops in
Iraq were similar to those used by
the Iranian-linked militant group
Hezbollah.
A senior British official went fur-
ther, telling reporters on condition of
anonymity there was evidence Iran's
Revolutionary Guard had given in-
surgents the technology used in the
attacks, which havekilled eight British
troops in southern Iraq since May.
The soldiers were hit by powerful
roadside bombs able topierce armored
vehicles.
Ahvaz also was the site oftwo days
ofviolentprotests inApril after reports
circulated ofan alleged plan to expel
Arab residents from theregion. A let-
ter, allegedly signed by former Vice
President Mohammad Ali Abtahi,
ordered the relocation of non-Arabs
to Ahvaz so they would become the
majority population.
Abtahi denied writing the letter.
AP Photo
A bomb blast survivor lies on his bed in a hospital 0ct.16, 2005,
where two bombs exploded near a shopping center in Ahvaz,
near Iran's southwestern border with Iraq on Saturday.
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Though 13 may look like a low number,
explained Nash, all of the factors must be
considered. "Our international students tend
to be older students, and if they're older
students they don't necessarily have to live
in the residence halls," he said, referring to
the 375 international students not living on
campus. "So that's going to kind of skew
that number."
To make way for the GLC, Housing and
Residence Life had to make a number of
changes to their agenda. The lobby ofXavier
has been remodeled to accommodate the
Modern Languages Department, and all cul-
turally themed floors have been combined to
fit within the building.
The themed floors - Spanish/French, Chi-
nese/Japanese, and German/Global African
Studies - have been placed in Xavier in an
attempt to jumpstart SU's plans for a GLC.
Nash said that Housing and Residence Life
has toyed with the idea for a few years.
"I think that the notion of having an inter-
national house of some sort probably came
up five, six, seven years ago," he said. "When
I first arrived here in 2003, one of the ques-
tions I asked our director, Scott Smith, was,
'Why don't we have something in this vein?
If Seattle is as diverse as we try to say in all
of our publications, then where is our focus
in that area?' I wasn't seeing it."
Many students at SU still are not. Though
the ideas outlined by those instrumental in
the fruition of the GLCpoint to a community
where foreign and domestic students with an
interest in a global future can interact, many
students living in Xavier have neither noticed
change or heard of the school's goals.
"I haven't heard anything [of the plans for
Xavier]," said freshman Alex Villanova, Eng-
lish/creative writing major, "and I'm fairly
confident no one else has either."
Villanova placed Xavier as his last choice
on the residence hall selection form. He be-
lieves that perhaps the school has a good idea,
but without explaining and giving a choice to
new students, they are lowering the quality of
what Xavier could become. Despite the fact
that Nash, Xavier Residence Hall director
Czarina Ramsay, and CharlesLawrence all re-
iterated thepoint that students living inXavier
chose to be there, Villanova said, "the general
consensus ofnon-international students is that
it is justone huge annoyance."
This is something that Czarina Ramsay
hopes to change. Ramsay, who started in July,
came to SU after earning a master's degree in
Higher Education StudentAffairs Administra-
tion from the University ofVermont.
She acknowledged that students have not
had as much ofa direct voice in the planning
stages ofXavier as they may have liked to.
"I think that the initial stages ofthe planning
and the proposals that were put forth didn't
really have a studentphysically present," she
said. "I'm working to include those individu-
als so the ideas that are being brought up here
to develop Xavier into a global house are not
only coming from higher administration, but
they are coming from the students on campus
as well."
In order to do this, she has begun work-
ing toward creating the different necessary
student committees - an advisory committee,
programming committees and an art commit-
tee, to name a few. These will allow all stu-
dents living in Xavier-those who support the
idea and those who didn't choose to be there
- a voice to represent their living hall.
Many students do not realize that Xavier is
still a work in progress. Despite the fact that
remodeling of the downstairs office space
appears finished, the overall plans for Xavier
have only begun to take place. In the time
since fall quarter began, RAs there have orga-
nized a French breakfast and an Oktoberfest.
The school has also begun planning outside
events for students and on-campus demonstra-
tions that will be open to students of all the
residence halls. It is clear that Housing and
Resident Life's goal is for a mental connec-
tion as much as a physical one. With time,
they hope all residents ofXavier Hall will be
living there because they want to associate
with others in a global atmosphere.
For some international students, living in
Xavier is the perfect opportunity to learn
about new cultures. Sylvain Bretaudeau, a ju-
nior from France living on theFrench/Spanish
floor, is happy with the experience so far.
Despite his unfamiliarity with the language
and culturehere, he has already met plenty of
Asian and American students with a global
focus.
"It's not only a question of living in the
building," he said. "If you have the will to
meet the people from the other floors and the
other countries, you will easily."
Early in the year students began talking
about whether Xavier was meant to keep
international students away from the general
population, and some felt that the isolation
was a problem.
Bretaudeau, who estimates that there are six
or seven French students living on the fourth
floor ofXavier, believes that a motivated indi-
vidual can make a difference and connect with
other students across campus. "Obviously, if
you just stay in your room, [activities] won't
get done."
Villanova also shrugged off students' con-
cerns about isolating international students.
"Everyone is equally cut offfrom campus,
but in general it seems like the international
students don't leave as often so itdoesn't seem
to be as big a factor," he said.
His main problem is the "racial cliques"
formed there - especially on the Chinese/
Japanese Experience Floor - that leave stu-
dents who aren't of Asian descent feeling
excluded.
"It seems like certain people requested to
be here to form cliques, and there is a certain
amount of awkwardness for me, he said.
"There are some people on the floor who
aren't really down to associate with people
of other groups."
Though cliques may be a problem in
Xavier, students across campus are familiar
with them, regardless of their living quarters.
With the online room selection process, cur-
rently in its third year at SU, students can pick
whom they want to live with and what room
they will have. Residents across campus often
choose places where they can be near their
friends and social groups.
"People do have a tendency to stay with
their native language speakers," Bretaudeau
said.
He and his roommate, Matthiau Manceau,
another French exchange student, made a
"It's not only a question
of living in the building, if
you have the will to meet
the peoplefrom the other
floors and the other coun-
tries, you will easily."
-Sylvain Bretaudeau
junior from France
point to avoid this.
"At the beginning we put down some rules.
[We are] trying to speak English between us
and not French. It was kind of a struggle for
me, but here it's nice because you can meet
a lot of people and there are lots of things to
do," Manceau said, referencing hall activities
such as karaoke. "Here, ifI'm on the street,
[I] can see Latinos, Chinese, Japanese...and
it's the same thing in this hall."
Whether students feel at home orat odds in
Xavier, one thing everyone can agree on is that
things will solidify in coming years. This is a
project that must be dealt with in phases - and
it isn't clear how many phases remain.
The overall objective is to foster diversity
on an urban campus and to appeal to interna-
tional students from all over the world.
Last year, there were 572,509 international
students studying inAmerica. With the GLC,
SU hopes to become more attractive to them
in coming years.
"I think Seattle is very diverse, and SU is
smack in the middle of that," said Ramsay,
mentioning the strong Ethiopian and Asian
communities. "We happen to be in an area
where difference is welcomed, and that's not
something that can be said across the world.
It's an attractive place for people to come,
learn and live," he added.
Kyle Smith
Xavier Hall is in its first phase of becoming an international house.
Kyle Smith
Katie Mahaney, a freshman
international studies major, at
the front desk in Xavier.
Kyle Smith
Czarina Ramsay (left), Xavier Resident Hall director and
Rhiannon Dupree (right), junior RHA president, listen during a
floor meeting.
Global Living
Community
(continued from page 1)
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Recruiting students in the Middle East
Bonnie Hsueh
hsuehm@seatttleu. edu
You might think Seattle is internationally
known for Microsoft, Starbucks and Boeing.
But another part of the world is far more
familiar with the Seattle-based TV show
"Frasier," as Dr. Faizi Ghodsi found out on
his trip to the Middle East.
Ghodsi, executive director ofStudent Ser-
vices and directorof the International Student
Center, justcame back from a recruiting trip.
In three weeks, he visited seven countries
— Lebanon, Kuwait, Oman, Bahrain, United
Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia and Turkey.
According to Ghodsi, counselors at the SU
Administration Officevisit some countries on
a regular basis, especially Hong Kong, Tai-
wan and Indonesia. Recently, however, there
have not been any recruiters to the Middle
East, and the number of Middle Eastern
students at SU has dropped.
Concerned about the diversity of the stu-
dent body, Ghodsi decided to take this trip to
promote SU in the MiddleEast.
On this trip, Ghodsi normally spent his
mornings visiting high schools, talking to
educationaladvisers and students. His choice
of schools was based on SU's historical
data.
"From our archives, we knew which high
schools have sent a large number of their
graduates to study in the United States. We
also looked at our past applications and we
saw where our students have come from,
and which high schools they graduated
from. So we targeted those high schools,"
said Ghodsi.
Ghodsi also participated in several local
school fairs. He felt that prospective students
and their parents appreciated the fact that
they could get their questions answered in
person.
What concerned students and theirparents
most was whether SU is a welcoming place
for people from the Middle East. Ghodsi,
coming from Iran and as a graduate and edu-
cator at SU, was well-prepared and confident
in answering this question.
"I told them about how our international
students find SU to be a excellent place for
their education academically, socially, and
culturally. That was a powerful thing," he
said.
Ghodsi also invited alumni who came to
the events to help with recruiting students.
"They spoke to prospective students
about theirpositive experiences at SU. They
had very warm and affectionate things to
say about their experiences at SU," said
"I'd tell people in the
Middle East not to be
afraid to get out of their
shells and explore. This is
their chance to experience
everything this country
has to offer."
- Barrak Al Sane,
SENIOR E-COMMERCE AND
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Ghodsi.
He also explained to the students about
what to expect in Seattle.
"I also told them a little bit about the larger
environment of Seattle, and the fact that
Seattle has been a comfortable city within
the U.S. for people from the Middle East
to live."
Barrak A 1 Sane, an e-commerce and infor-
mation systems senior, is from Kuwait City.
A view of Ankara, Turkey (top)
and Kuwait City (above), two
of the cities recently visited
by Dr. Faizi Ghodsi (right) on
his trip to recruit students for
Seattle University.
Echoing what Ghodsi told the students, he
thinks his experience in the United States
has been good, especially in Seattle and on
campus.
"I'd tell people in the Middle East not to be
afraid to get out of their shells and explore.
This is their chance to experience everything
this country has to offer. Especially being
in Seattle, which has a predominately intel-
lectual population; people are less likely to
be hostile towards individuals of different
cultures," said Al Sane. "And about Seattle
University, I'd say it's a great school with
excellent students and well-developed aca-
demic structure, ancj the ISC [International
Student Center] is wonderful!"
For the first time, the United States embas-
sies and counselors in the Middle East also
tried to help recruiting efforts for universi-
ties.
"It seemed there was a clear message to
the counselors and embassies from the U.S.
government that they needed to step up and
make an effort to help more students come
to the U.S. to study. So the education officers
were present at the fairs recruiting to promote
education in the U.5.," Ghodsi said.
One challenging issue for Ghodsi to ad-
dress may have been about tuition. Unlike
some schools that either have lower tuitions
or provide scholarships for international
students, Seattle University offers very few
tuition options.
However, judging from students' reactions
and questions, Ghodsi thought the visit was
effective, and in fact, some of the students he
met in the Middle East have already sent in
their applications.
Getting more students from the Middle
East will add more diversity to the student
body. The goal is to enrich the students'
learning experience and the dialogue taking
place in the SU community.
ZaharHulays, a biology junior fromLeba-
non, has also had a very positive experience at
SU. He thinks SU has offered him a chance to
open his eyes inknowing the worldand given
him the tools to properly construct his argu-
ments when given the freedom ofspeech.
He appreciates how the diversity at SU
has allowed him to meet people from all
over the world. Nonetheless, Hulays also
expressed his opinion from a MiddleEastern
i : i
perspective.
"People don'tknow much about the Middle
East here in the U.S. When they think of the
Middle East, people use the term 'they' a lot.
There's never a realization of thedifferences
in [Middle Eastern] cultures; people here
believe that people in the Middle East are
one thing - uniform.That's an overgeneraliza-
tion," said Hulays.
The purpose ofGhodsi's trip was to bring
in more students from the Middle East, which
will gradually break down people's stereo-
types about, the region and generate respect
for their individual cultures.
Onur Dongel and Ahmet Bozdemir
Courtesy Wikipedia Common Images
JoeyAnchondo
SU student's
perspective
on studying
abroad
Lauren Padgett
padgettl@seattleu. edu
Being a foreigner is difficult. The cul-
ture, language and even transportation
systems are hard to master, and it takes
an open mind to adapt.
Seattle University has a large percent-
age ofexchange students, as well as many
who leave for study abroad.
Senior public affairs major Jenna Las-
ich knows the experience firsthand. She
spent five months in Nantes, located in
the northwest section ofFrance.
"French in France" is a study abroad
option offered through the Modern
Language department. It focuses on
"My advice [for students
studying abroad] is to
be comfortable with who
you are."
-Jenna Lasich, senior
PUBLIC AFFAIRS
integrating culture and location into the
SU French program.
"[I wasn't a French major],but I started
taking-French here at SU, and was really
interested in the French language and cul-
ture,"Lasich said. "Being over there was
incredibly good for my language skills.
Nantes is primarily a French-speaking
country, and they do not tolerateEnglish.
Whenever 1had a question orhad some-
place to go, I had to speak French."
Lasich remembers the difficulty of
being an outsider. "At first you feel like
everyone is looking at you," she recalls.
"It's this unspoken thing; it's like they
have a radar [for foreigners]. The French
students, especially. We were a group of
Americans in a French tech school, and
we definitely stuck out."
The study abroad program allows
students to experience another culture
firsthand. For the students it is a cultural
shock and adjustment, but overall a re-
warding experience.
"My advice [for students studying
abroad] is to be comfortable with who you
are," Lasich said. "Don't let the stigma of
being an outsider get to you. Try to push
yourself, and don't expect it to be easy, a
vacation. I recommend the experience to
anyone, but it is challenging."
As for international students here on
campus,Lasich said, "Try to makeas many
American friends as possible. It is really
hard, [since the] cultures are so different on
many subconsciouslevels. Take theexperi-
ence, and reap it for all that it's worth."
The Spectator
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Redhawk
Athletics
From Yale to SU, next stop nationals
Cauda Harbaugh
In his last season of eligibility,
A FIRST YEAR LAW STUDENT HAS AN
UNEXPECTED SEASON OF SUCCESS
AND FINDS HIMSELF AMIDST
WHISPERS OF NATIONALS
harbaugh@seattleu. edu
Casey Moriarty is a Seattleite through-
and-through - and four years at Yale did
nothing to change that.
After receiving his history degree on
the East Coast, Moriarty returned to his
hometown to attend SU's School of Law
and to complete his final year ofeligibility
in cross country.
Moriarty can't stop talking about how
much he loves this city - the people, the
geography, Seattle University and his team-
mates and coaches. He has fond memories
of growing up here; he attended O'Dea
High School justdown the street, and virtu-
ally all of his family lives in the area.
It was quite natural for Moriarty to attend
law school at SU because, as he pointed
out, "The general rule of thumb is if you
can't get into the top 10 or 15 law schools,
go with the school in
the city that you want
to end up living in."
Indeed, Seattle
was the first and
only consideration
for Moriarty.
Due to an injury he
sustained freshman
year at Yale, Mori-
arty was able to join
SU's cross country
for one more season
this year. He main-
tains that the only
difference between
his cross country careers at Yale and SU is
that now he is a graduate student and has
" The guys on the team
could have easily rejected
me. I meanthis is their
team, and I'm just some
guy who's trying to hold
onto something—someone
who wants to wait a year
before hanging up his
spikes."
-Casey Moriarty
a lot less time.
"SU does the same kind ofworkouts that
I've done in Division 1.1 do the same kind
of mileage every week. But it's hard to
[keep the same rou-
tine] at SU because
I just don't have as
much time as I did as
an undergrad."
Apparently that
has not hindered his
performance.
Moriarty was
named GNAC's
Athlete of the Week
twice in a row last
month, SU's third
athlete and first male
athlete to accomplish
that feat.
He humbly attributes his performance
to "just being really lucky." However,
luck can't account for him running an
8,000-meter course more than a minute
faster than the second-place runner at the
Emerald City Invitational, and then going
on to Sundodger a week later and running
the second fastest 8,000-meter time in
GNAC history.
Perhaps part of this "luck" has something
to do with the support he has received from
his family and friends now that he is back
in Seattle. For the first time in his college
career, his loved ones are able to watch
him compete.
In fact, at the Sundodger Invitational on
Sept. 17, Moriarty's parents, aunts, uncles,
cousins and old high school coach cheered
him on as he ran one of the best races of
his life.
"My parents have been just overjoyed to
watch me race because they haven't seen
me race at any college competitions in my
four years," said Moriarty. "I'm not used to
seeing people I know watch me race besides
my coach and my teammates. It's almost
like a homecoming."
Moriarty has even had the opportunity
to see his sister at a few meets - she is a
freshman cross country runner at SPU.
"I get to see her at the meets, which is
really weird. She's a lot younger than me
and I'm running the same races that she is.
It has been a lot of fun," said Moriarty.
However, it's not all fun. He is trying his
best to juggle demanding schoolwork and
intense cross country training.
"It's really a lesson in budgeting time,
and I learned some of that in undergrad,
but law school is a lot more challenging,"
said Moriarty.
He believes that running and studying
complement one another when it comes to
budgeting his time.
"I found that running is a great outlet for
meat law school because I really can't study
24/7.1 have to go out and release the stress
and anxiety from law school. I found run-
ning to be a great way to do that."
Moriarty gives credit to his teammates and
coaches for making his transition from Yale
to SU a smooth one. He can't stop praising
them for allowing him to join the team and
for accepting him and being supportive.
"The guys on the team could have easily
rejected me. I mean, this is their team, and
I'm just some guy who's trying to hold onto
something - someone who wants to wait a
year before hanging up his spikes."
Moriarty's personal goal is to qualify for
nationalsand place high in the competition.
But he cites a better objective that has taken
him thus far.
"I found the best goals are to race hard
every single race, to treat every practice like
it's the most important," Moriarty said. "If
that is my goal, things will fall into place at
the end of the season. It's better than wor-
rying about places and who's good on what
team. Just focus on yourself and be the best
you can be, and results and placing high will
fall into place."
JoeyAnchondo
Cross country runner Casey Moriarty, a first year law student
and recent graduate of Yale University, in his final year of eligi-
bility.
Defense won 11 of 12 volleyball matches
Nick Shekeryk
shekeryk@seattleu. edu
The Seattle University volleyball team is in the midst of
such a spectacular conference run that finishing anywhere
but on top would be a disappointment.
Winning 11 of their last 12matches has put the Redhawks
a cut above the rest in the GNAC conference.
"Playing fundamentally sound is what helps us to have
success," head coach Shannon Ellis said. "It's what sepa-
rates the good teams from the even better teams."
While both the offense as well as defense have remained
solid all season, they have relied most heavily on their
stunning defensive play.
"Defense is our game," junior setter Marisa Vierra said.
"We have great defensive specialists who we can continu-
ally count on."
On top of the record-setting nine sweeps on opponents
this season, the Redhawks have held teams to a measly
.088 hitting percentage.
In last Thursday's home sweep ofAlaska-Fairbanks, the
Redhawks held the Nanooks to a shameful -.028 hitting
percentage.
"The way weplayed on Thursday againstUAF was defi-
nitely more like our team than the way we played against
SPU," said senior middle blocker Janeen Fitzgerald.
Seattle's defeatby rival Seattle Pacific was the lone loss
suffered by the Redhawks during the 12-game span, and
their only conference loss this season.
The charge against UAF was led by 10kills, a blockand
a block assist by senior outside hitter Sarah Sommerman
and the six kills and a block from Fitzgerald. Sophomore
outside hitter, Nikole Thompson, added seven kills and
four aces while Vierra finished with 34 digs.
"We played well," Ellis said. "In the third game we served
and passed much better. Hopefully we can carry it over
to our next game."
The Redhawks did indeed carry over their performance
into Saturday's home sweep ofAlaska-Anchorage. They
picked up the team's first ever completeseason sweep over
the two Alaskan schools. The Redhawks defense held the
Seawolves to a .028 hitting percentage, and frustrated the
usually block-happy Seawolves by not allowing one.
Sommerman led the way with 17 kills, whileFitzgerald
had 14 kills and the game-high four blocks to add to her
.407 hitting percentage. Senior setter Maggie Safranski
collected 21 digs, whileVierra added 46 assists.
Sommerman was named GNAC Co-player of the Week
for her collection of 27 kills and .316 hitting percentage
over the course of the week. Being a very consistentplayer
throughout her colligate career, Sommerman has been a big
" part of the Redhawks' success.
"Sarah is strong," teammate Vierra said. "She can power
through almost any block. She is someone who could take
us all the way."
The Redhawks hope to widen the gap of their conference
lead and possibly give Sommerman a chance to move up
• on the all-time conferencekills list next weekend as they
go on the road to play Central Washington on Oct. 20 and
Western Washington on Oct. 22.
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Upcoming Home Games
Women's Soccer
Friday, Oct. 21 @ 3 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 23 @ 1 p.m.
XC GNAC
Championships
Sat. Oct. 21 @ 10 a.m.
Lake Padden
Bellingham, WA
Redhawk Athletics
Men's soccer wins 4-0 shutout against Western
Severiano Manuel
Seattle capitalized on sloppy play from
Western Washington taking them one step
CLOSER TO DEFENDING THEIR CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE
manuels@seatt\eu.edu
Seattle University's men's soccer team clinched the
GNAC championship Sunday in its 4-0 victory against its
northern neighbor, Western Washington University.
The 4-0 shutout victory for the Redhawks, who must win
out the remainder of the season for a playoff run, put the
team one step closer to their playoff aspirations.
"We're just taking it one-game at a time," said senior
midfielder Nick McCluskey, who netted two of the four
goals in the match.
The scoring assault on Western started in the 23rd minute,
when a slicing corner kick from Santa Maria Rivera pin-
balled in the overcrowded Western goal box, andwas finally
forced to the back of the goal by Cameron Weaver.
Soon the 2-0 lead was established when, once again, Ri-
vera placed a long pass in the air to Weaver who expertly
flicked the ball with his head to the far side of the goal box
where McCluskey calmly slotted the ball past Western's
goalkeeper.
Though the lead was secured, the overall sloppy play of
the first half persisted.
"Sometimes you drop down to the level of your oppo-
nent," central midfielder Pat Dorn said.
Seattle started the second half with a third goal as Bobby
McAlister swung a cross to the far post and Adam Jensen
touched it into the goal off a header from Alex Chursky.
The fourth and final shutout goal was scored by McClus-
key in the 70"' minute when he headed a loftedball into the
goal from Jason Cascio.
"The 4-3-3 line up is really working well for us," Dom
said.
The team has scored 21 goals in its last five matches,
quieting early season criticism of the unproductive Red-
hawks offense.
The offensive surge has come from unorthodox finishers
who have stepped up, notably McCluskey and Weaver.
"Our potential as a team is peaking right now," said
McCluskey.
Western's shoddy play turned uglier when their frustra-
tions with the dominant Seattle team turned into careless
aggression. Late in the second half, forward Adam Jensen
was felled by a latent slide tackle and had to be carried off
the field.
"That tackle made me sick," head coach Peter Fewing
said. "There is no reason for that [type of tackle], I was
pleased with how we kept our composure afterward."
The Redhawks' seniors were especially celebratory in
this last regular season home game. Each seniorplayer was
given some playing time in the match.
The next opponent for the Redhawks is Grand Canyon,
whom they will face this Friday in Phoenix, Ariz. After
another record season, the team looks ready to defend
its national championship title with three regular season
games left.
"We're going to play our game, and make other teams
deal with us," Fewing said.
Joey Anchondo
Forward Andrew Kreiter veys for the ball in
the win against Western Washington.
Defender Santa Maria Rivera had two goal
assists during the game.
Swimmer determination not enough to inch ahead
Nick Lollini
lollinin@seattleu.edu
With two back-to-back meets over the
weekend, the men's team was able to
defeat one of the two opponents while the
women's team was crushed by both the
University of Pacific and Simon Fraser.
While two meets in two days may seem
excruciating, back-to-back scheduling is a
strategic move to help prepare the teams
for championship meets, which take place
over four consecutive days.
Seattle University hosted Division I
opponent University of Pacific on Friday
night at the Connolly Center. Though the
match ended with results much closer than
many imagined, they were still unable to
pull through to victory.
Despite the defeat, the men's team kept
the competition close until late'in the meet
when University of Pacific pulled away
with a win in the fiercely-fought 500-me-
ter freestyle. University of Pacific's Matt
Lundry finished with a time of 4:50.02,
whileSeattle University's Nathan Freeman
touched 0.04 seconds later.
Additionally, Pacific's Justin Canty
came in 0.33 seconds ahead of Seattle's
Dwight Thompson, who finished with a
time of 4:51.96.
While a stronger finish in this event
would have increased Seattle University's
chances of beating out their competition,
that alone would not have been enough to
overcome the final 112-93, which put Uni-
versity of Pacific over the Redhawks.
"I believe they underestimated our
power, and actually made changes to their
lineup during the meet, once they real-
ized a loss was a potential reality," said
Craig Mallery, head coach of the Seattle
University swim teams. "We lost a couple
very close races which may have made a
difference, but could argue we won some
very close races."
The women's competition was clearly
dominated by University of Pacific, as
they swept all 11 competitions and won
116-77.
Seattle University's top women perform-
ers could not exceed a second place finish
during the match.
However, Lindsey Gallplaced second in
the 50-meter freestyle with a timeof 24.77
and also placed second in the 100-meter
freestyle with a timeof 54.77. Anna Vahna
placed second in the 200-meter butterfly,
touching at 2:13.52, while Vanessa Rich
succeeded in placing second in the 500-
meter freestyle with a time of 5:26.59.
Saturday afternoon, Seattle University
once again played host to its competition.
SimonFraser was confronted with a Seattle
University team eager to bounce back from
their loss just one day earlier to University
of Pacific.
Both the men's and women's competi-
tions ultimately came down to the final
race, the 200-meter freestyle relay in
Saturday's competition against Simon
Fraser.
While the men were able to pull ahead
and win the event, the women lost their
second competition in a row for the
weekend.
The men's 200-meter freestyle relay, an
incredibly close competition, was won by
Seattle University as Jesse Shelton touched
at 1:26.53, only 0.02 seconds ahead of
Simon Fraser's Randall Krall.
Ultimately, it was Seattle University's
season-best time in the relay that pushed
them past the competition and gave them
the score of 108.5-94.5.
Seattle University?s women's team lost
102-99, in a heated battle in the final race.
Though the women achieved a season best
time of 1:42.54 in the 200-meter freestyle
relay, they were not able to beat out Simon
Fraser's time of 1:40.48.
"Our relays were outstanding. The ath-
letes rose to the level of their competition,"
said Mallery of the teams' performance.
The next home competition will host an-
other Division I team, Loyola Marymount,
as the women attempt to add a mark to
their win column on Oct. 24 at the Con-
nolly Center.
"We believe in order to continue to reach
new levels of success the bar has to be
raised on competitive domains. Competing
with strong programs significantly helps us
develop," Mallery said.
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Arts&
Entertainment
Austen rendition
proves worthy
Peter Ruger
rugerp@seattleu. edu
There are always concerns when it comes to re-
makes of books to film. Jane Austen's classic tale.
Pride and Prejudice, surpassed such concerns after
the A&E mini-series, but more came with the new
film directed by Joe Wright. However, the movie's
smart casting, amazing cinematography and charm-
ing little additions help the movie stand on its own.
Pride and Prejudice is the story of an intelligent,
smart-mouthedyoung woman namedElizabeth Ben-
net (Keira Knightley). It is essentially a love story in
nineteenthcentury England, a place and time where
women either got married or got nothing. Still, Ben-
net wouldrather look for real love and happiness than
marry someone rich.
Knightley, surprisingly, does an exceptional job
stepping into the role of Bennet and delivers her
sharp quips and comebacks withboth feistiriess and
grace.
Just about every other character is exceptionally
well cast—filling the roles that avid readers will be
looking for. Brenda Blethyn as Mrs. Bennet is hilari-
ous and silly, and Jena Malone plays Lydia Bennet.
a ditzy girl who becomes overly enthusiastic every
time any man enters the room.
As for the men in the film, Tom Hollander as Mr.
Collins is comically dull. The only role that was not
captivatingwas that ofMatthewMacFayden, playing
Mr. Darcy. That is not to say MacFayden did not do
a passable job, as he portrays the dual-sided Darcy
quite well, but perhaps this is because the script
wasn't written entirely in Darcy's favor. Maybe it
would be nearly impossible to be as charming as
Colin Firth was as Darcy in the A&E mini-series,
and again as the modern Mark Darcy in the Bridget
Jones Diary films.
The movie does a very solid jobwith the comedic
aspects of the book, using a mix of well-delivered
lines and timely pauses to create humorous, awkward
tension.
The most impressive parts of the movie were the
ones that really distinguished it as a film. The camera
work is phenomenal, particularly the busy scenes.
The only complaint about the film is that often,
with adaptations, screenwriters go wild and change
around scenes which end up mining some really
crucial parts of the story. During some particularly
important scenes the writers seem to have decided
that the way Austen wrote them was not romantic
enough and took out Austen's subtlety and replaced
it with cliched dialogue.
Overall, fans of the book and mini-series should be
generally pleased with the film. It was a good adapta-
tionof the classic novel and will help any Austen fan
get past their prejudice and be filled with pride.
Keira Knightly shines as Elizabeth
Bennet in Pride and Prejudice.
A twist on terror: Open Circle
adapts work by H.P. Lovecraft
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu. edit
Seattle's Open Circle Theater group
prepares for Halloween by staging three
disturbing tales from horror master How-
ard Philips Lovecraft.
Arkham is a surprisingly well-done
interpretation ofLovecraft's stylistic and
lengthy writing.
Lovecraft wrote some ofhistory'smost
horrific tales and has inspired hundreds
of authors in his posthumous fame. In
his most effective tales, he shows his
brilliance for suspense as one may want
to stop reading from sheer terror, but
is forced to stick around and see what
happens.
Arkham is broken into three sections,
each showing a different story ofLove-
craft. First, "The Shunned House" tells
of a cursed building with a secret. Next
is "Cool Air," a play where a mysteri-
ous doctor must maintain a certain body
temperature.
Finally, "The Shadow Over Innsmouth"
chronicles the journey of an outsider
into a strange and cult-like town in New
England.
Open Circle Theater has taken quite a
few liberties with Lovecraft's work and
the three tales have been adapted into
modern time.
Also, all of the protagonists are female,
which is a sharp contrast fromLovecraft's
work. He rarely wrote from the female
perspective.
Some of the changes are only minor,
while others seem to alter the directionof
a story completely. However, the writers
of the adaptations are obviously familiar
withLovecraft's work and have retained
the most necessary dialogue, descriptions,
and themes.
The acting troupe consists of nine per-
formers who have worked around Seattle
in the past.
While the play has quite a bit more
dramaand flamboyance than Lovecraft's
writings suggest, the actors don'toveract,
but rather work with the adaptation to add
some fun to it.
Seeing the more suspenseful scenes
played out right before your eyes in
their small and dimly lit theater is an
experience that will get anybody's heart
racing.
The elaborate makeup and costumes are
well put together, which is essential for
the added horror.Fish-human crossbreeds
are simple yet hideous, and the special
effects for the dead are lively. The cast
has only nine actors who take on over
fifteen roles.
Open Circle Theater is a small com-
pany, but their dedication to bringing
Lovecraft to life is commendable.
Despite the alterations to Lovecraft's
work, Arkham is an effective, disturbing
bit oftheater full of twists and turns, mak-
ing it the perfect Halloween treat.
Wolves define their sound
William Crane
cranew@seattleu. edit
We Are Wolves is a musical
act that demonstrates the sheer
amount of artistic activity
brewing up in Montreal.
But don't expect them to see
the connection between their
recent rise in stature and the
music media's eyes focused
on their city.
Their new album, Non Stop,
has recently been released on
Fat Possum, an imprint of
Rykodisc.
Aptly titled, it features 11
tracks ofurgent and mind-ex-
panding electro punk.
Instead ofsongs, each track
feels like a tangent of sonic
thought. Their music recalls
'70s electronic legends like
the Silver Apples and Suicide
mixing with GangofFour and
the Stooges.
But with their first true
recording process, We Are
Wolves still has room for im-
provement.
"The first record was a
learning process," said Vin-
cent Levesque, keyboardist
for the band. "I would like a
more free process [on the next
album]."
Unconcerned with the hype protective fan base,
surrounding their hometown, This form of music had its
We Are Wolves started as a beginnings in early 19705,
"The first record was a learning pro-
cess. I would like a more free process
[on the next album]."
-Vincent Levesque, Keyboardist for
We Are Wolves
loose jamming band in 2000
and has grown from there.
The trio, which also features
Alexander Ortiz on vocals/
guitar and Antonin Marquis
on drums, create their music
through whatLevesque calls a
"democratic" process in which
all members contribute.
We Are Wolves is part of
growing number of bands
separating themselves from
musical norms and expand-
ing the idea of what music
can be.
"We're trying to bring a
sensible mix between psych/
electronic music and punk,"
explains Levesque.
Underground psychedelic
and noise music has always
had a rabid and somewhat
with composers exploring new
equipment to ultimately find a
new way of expression.
While they are not a true
pysch-noise act. We Are
Wolves bridges the gap be-
tween the underground noise
sect and the wider audience
that listens to more palatable,
but still expansive, acts such
as theBlood Brothers and the
Cooper Temple Clause.
"We've had a pretty open-
minded audience," said
Levesque, optimistically de-
scribing their live shows.
With the live performance,
We Are Wolves will hope to
convert those people looking
for a way to balance their
dancing shoes with music
exploring a new horizon.Alex Ortiz, singer/guitarist for We Are Wolves
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The Decemberists bring
the story to the stage
Madeleine Hottman
hottmanm@seattleu. edu
Seattle is rarely in need of another great
band, yet the music scene is always thriving. A
prime example ofa great Northwest band that
frequents Seattle is The Decemberists.
The Portland indie-rock group recently
released their third full-length release, Pica-
resque (Kill Rock Stars, 2005), and has been
touring since August.
The group has a large following in the Puget
Sound area and by making it a point to play
Seattle a few times a year, they have built an
even greater fan base.
With the success of their new album, the
upcoming show at the Showbox is sure to be
well-attended and well-received.
Picaresque is another winner in virtually
every way. It's a work of art that is expected
by such a band. The album is on the Olympia
label Kill Rock Stars, and Chris Walla (Death
Cab For Cutie) assisted in the production.
Walla's clean mixing and polished musical-
ity are apparent from track one and blends into
The Decemberists' songwriting and perform-
ing skills that have become huge factors in the
band's development.
Writer and singer Colin Melov's vocals now
emerge as a great addition to themelody rather
than the focus ofeach song that it drew in Her
Majesty (Kill Rock Stars, 2003).
The album reflects what their live shows
sound like rather than over-produced record-
ings.
It is still forced due to the recording part,
but there is a sense that it was recorded with a
particular audience in mind.
The musicality of this album is similar to
that of Castaways and Cutouts (Hush, 2002),
with straightforward melodies and hooks, yet
the more polished sound makes Picaresque a
notch above.
Rather than theprevious emphasis on stagey
one-acts exemplified by the previous albums,
Picaresque does the opposite.
Meloy's clever writing, the story and the
music meld together to give a neatly bound
package of musical enjoyment. A dynamic
conversationblends with the intertwined story
to create a sense ofinvolvement with the music.
The music's grand scale and innovation still
envelop the audience, but with a more intimate
and less removed sense of who that audience
actually is.
Picaresque is a fascinating series of literary
songs that range from the loud, reckless "16
Military Wives" to the downplayed "To My
Own True Love." The range and variety of
stories and sounds show The Decemberists as
passionate and in touch with the world.
The prime example of this is "16 Military
Wives," undoubtedly a protest against war.
There is also the innovative theme of impos-
sible love that infuses most of the other tracks
— past and present.
And though Picaresque is an amazing album,
it is not the same as seeing The Decemberists
in action.
The Decemberists
wI Cass McCombs
• Oct. 27, All-ages
•Oct. 28, 21+
~
• The Showbox
• Doors 8 p.m.
• $15, Ticketswest
The group gave a performance at Bumber-
shoot this past Labor Day weekend, where they
were welcomed by a large audience who hap-
pily sang along with most of the songs.
The performance itselfwas spectacular, as it
captured The Decemberists' complicated sound
and showcased the band's group dynamic and
performance skills.
They are making another appearance in
Seattle later this month. Anticipating the more
intimate venue that the Showbox offers, the
upcoming show promises to be a prize.
The Decemberists' ability to produce amaz-
ing and unique music is definitely something
to support.
Portland quartet The Decemberists will play The Showbox later this month
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theORBIT
On and off campus events that'll make your week spin.
THURSDAY, 10/20 SUNDAY, 10/23
Seven Deadly Sins Pale Pacific w/ Youth Group,
Reception Derby
SU Kinsey Gallery Crocodile Cafe (2200 2nd Ave)
5 p.m.-8 p.m. 8 p.m. Doors
$10
Northern State, All-ages
No-fi Soul Rebellion
w/ Optimus Rhyme MONDAY, 10/24
Crocodile Cafe (2200 2nd Ave) Calla w/ Celebration, J. Tillman
8:30 p.m. Doors Crocodile Cafe (2200 2nd Ave)
$10 8 p.m. Doors
18+ $10
22+
The Posies w/ Oranger, Village
Green TUESDAY, 10/25
Neumos (925 E. Pike) Kane Hodder, Amber Pacific w/
8 p.m. Yesterday's Rising, Chiodos
$8 Adv/$lO Drs El Corazon (109 E. Eastlake)
21+ 7 p.m. Doors/8 p.m. Show
$10
FRIDAY, 10/21 All-ages
Lucero, Decibully
w/ Blackpool Lights - The GO! Team w/ Smoosh, The
Crocodile Cafe (2200 2nd Ave) Grates
8 p.m. Doors Showbox (Ist & Pike)
$10 Advlsl2 Drs 8 p.m. Doors
21+ $14 Adv/$l6 Drs
All-ages
Bauhaus
Paramount (911 Pine St) The Warlocks w/ Gris Gris, The
8 p.m. Charming Snakes
$35 Neumos (925 E. Pike)
All-ages 8 p.m.
$8 Adv/$lO Drs
Apollo Sunshine w/ The Sun 21+
Sunset Tavern (5433 Ballard Ave)
$8 American Analog Set
21+ w/Vervein, Bre
Chop Suey (1325 E. Madison)
SATURDAY, 10/22 8 p.m.
Slim Chanse $8
SU Hawk's Nest Bistro All-ages
9 p.m.-ll p.m.
Free WEDNESDAY, 10/26
All-ages Foo Fighters, Weezer
w/Hot Hot Heat
The Divorce w/ Slender Means, Key Arena (305 N. Hamilton)
HotlQs 7:30 p.m.
Crocodile Cafe (2200 2nd Ave) $28.50-$38.50
4 p.m. Doors All-ages
$8
All-ages Izabelle w/ Low Skies,
Pufferfish
The Divorce Crocodile Cafe (2200 2nd Ave)
w/ Slender Means, $6
Mu Meson 21+
Crocodile Cafe (2200 2nd Ave)
9 p.m. Doors Mae w/ Circa Survive, Mute
$8 Math, Discover America
21+ El Corazon (109 E. Eastlake)
7 p.m. Doors/8 p.m. Show
Maktub w/ Novatone, $12
DJ Brandy Westmore All-ages
Showbox (Ist & Pike)
8 p.m. Doors Deerhoof w/ We Are Wolves,
$25 Adv/$l7 Drs Lavender Diamond
21+ Chop Suey (1325 E. Madison)
8 p.m.
Showbread w/ $22
Every New Day, Forever All-ages
Changed
Studio Seven (1325 E. Madison) ONGOING EVENTS...
7:30 p.m.-U:3O p.m. Wit
$8 Adv/$ll Drs Seattle Public Theatre
All-ages (7312 W. Greenlake Dr.)
10/20-23
Harvey Danger w/ Holy Ghost $12-$5B
Revival
Vera Project (2219 2nd Ave) Bryony Lavery's Frozen
7:30 p.m. Empty Space Theatre
$7/$6 wl Club Card (3509 Freemont Ave N)
All-ages 10/20-23
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Classifieds
100. For Sale E66S66SSfifi
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers
400. Services JO
500. For Rent Jjf '
600. Misc. "
200 i LSAT
High-Tech Part-Time %pft *
Systems Administrator Intern
Downtown medical software Not Ready for
company seeks a 20 hrs/wk the LSAT?
IT Intern. Must have exp w/ T . ... . ,„
*
r Im Steven Klein, LSAT spe-
PC Troubleshooting, WinXP, cialist. Fourteen years and
. 3000 students later, I don'tWindows Networking. Ideal think anyone knQWS more
candidate is a university student about this test, or how to teach
, i , , , it. than I do. That's why I stillw/computer background who teach my own classes That's
speaks English fluently & clearly, w,hyy°u should call meMy nine week course features
loves technology, & learns fast. 36 hours of class time with
Position runs until March and heiP sextans and f 'Y emock exams for the reasonable
pays $ 11/hr. If you fit our profile, price of $895.
, ~ ...
. u I can answer any LSAT ques-send a well-written cover letter, tjon _ jet me prove ; t Call now
resume, and salary requirements f°r a fr.ee seminar:
524-4915
bye-mailtojobs@pmsi.com!
No phone calls! Principals only! RSHffHII
www.pmsi.com/
City of Seattle WORK STUDY ...location is downtown. If
position- Great administrative interested call (206) 684-
work-study position with the 0115 or send your resume to:
City of Seattle's Human Services hsdhr@seattle.gov.
Department HR Office. $16.35/ 500
hour. Must be work-study eligible. Spacious IBR apt. near SU. $650
Flex hours, work... includes utilities. 206 232-9865.
Free Medical/Dental School
Plus $1279.00 a month!
The Army's Health Professions
Scholarship Program (HPSP) provides:
100% Tuition. Books and Fees
SI 279 Stipend Pay
Commission as an Army Officer
For more information please call:
Captain Dean Rasmussen
U.S. Army Health Care Team
Office: (206) 242-9357
Cell: (877) 722-2304 Toll Free
Email: Kle.rasmussen a usarec.army.mil
The S.U. Marksmanship Club
Join the members of the Marksmanship Club
this Friday, Oct. 21st.
New and Experienced shooters are welcome.
All firearms, ammunition, safety equipment, and
instruction are provided.
Transportation leaves promptly
from the front of Bellarmine Hall at 2:35 p.m.
For Further Information
MichaelKushler (kushlerm@hotmail.com) - President
www.seattleu.edu/student/recsports/clubsports/clubs.asp7id
Marketplace
Secure your ticket toride the
05-06 season at Stevens Pass * - % || JH|
tndSchweitzer everyday, ""_TNtftTIMV !^s'' ■■■■'*■ 1
ail winter tony.
..
Do the math, ;C B
buy your pass
for $279 plus piP™
tax before
November 18th ■> I
and break even
in only 6 visits, jj; -> yjjjl jr. '.. : . . ■p.rr || '<
cat 206.812.4510 or check out
waw,stevenspass.com
lor prtdng, details, or to purchase
Added Value:Ei-ftriH T 1
Passtioldersreceive special i r JJ
Mountain Size Benefits at
Advertise in the Spectator!
Please send information and questions to aUinf*?(ci)#cattleu.eUu
Phone: 206.296.6474
Fax: 206.296.6477
Website: www.Spectator-Online.com
Wm> jMHlflßlfl
EHk, jmWm-::l9^H[
Seattle University College of Education
Reach Your Potential
Become a Leader In Student Affairs
The Student Development Administration program at Seattle University will prepare you to
begin or strengthen your career in student affairs on a college campus. With an administrative
focus and diverse student body, this program offers excellent job placement nationally and
locally. Conveniently located in the economic and cultural center of the Pacific Northwest.
• Over 20 local schools for internships
• Graduate assistantships available BHHH|
• Nationally recognized graduate program QVilfl ■
(206) 296-6170 orsda@seattleu.edu
www.seattleu.edu/coe/
Campus
Voice
"Japan because their culture is so efficient
and big business is a main part of their
economy."
Foster Boone
Sophomore, Business Management
Molly Moore (left)
Freshman, Nursing
"New Zealand and Australia to go scuba
diving on the Great Barrier Reef and see
where they filmed Lord of the Rings."
Cara Stones (right)
Freshman, Studio Art
"Tokyo because it's
really expensive and
if it's paid for I migt
as well go there. It
seems like a signifi-
cantly different cul-
ture."
Faith Rutherford
Junior, Mathematics
You have been given an all expense paid international
trip to wherever you wish provided that you immerse
yourself in a different culture.
Where would your international flight take
you?
"Transylvania because I want to find Dracula."
Matthew Kennedy (left)
Sophomore, Biochemistry
"Spain because I like the language."
Patrick Marcus (right)
Freshman, Mechanical Engineering
"There are some island
cultures that have no
notion of time. There
are no words for it in
their language and
I'd like to experience
that."
Katie Warden
Freshman, Journalism
"The middle of China because it hasn't been tainted
by technology."
, L „ Xx4Joseph Dorau (left)
Senior, Economics
"Africa. I guess it's not a culture that is different
than mine but it's one I haven't discovered yet
that's a part of me." Aaron wi||iams (r|gM)
Senior, Business Administration
"I want to go to Greece to see the Parthenon."
Photos and Interviews by Amy Daybert
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